Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 26

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across

1. Great athletes set a high ___ for themselves.
2. to catch and hold
3. a place where goods are bought and sold
4. cracked
5. last
6. sixty seconds
7. Eleven ___ seven equals four.
8. forward
9. a quality that makes something worth having
10. Bath ___ is soft and white as flour.
11. You can erase what it writes.
12. a shiny gray metal often used for jewelry
13. a meal served in the afternoon or evening
14. having empty space inside
15. the place where wilderness begins

Down

1. safe
2. I offered a ___ for the return of my lost ring.
3. once more
4. Herds of animals do this when scared.
5. as much as is needed
6. very well known
7. a small restaurant with a counter and stools
8. a tooth doctor
9. having happened a short time ago
10. to complete
11. respectable
12. opposite of wide
13. a place that shields one from harm
14. the place where two things join at an angle
15. to break into parts
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